
Point of contact 

 

Do you want to try a nostalgic treasure hunt? 

QR code (color identified) 

 

First Clue   Welcome and intro to games 

1 

In a few weeks this club will forever change and our memories that were created will disappear into the 

back of our minds. 

For the last time before we emerge into a new dawn for the club, lets take a real-life nostalgic adventure 

through history, moments and memories. Lets find that treasured instant we had with the club and 

mark it with an X because that is the Ras Al Hamra treasure and legacy. 

Along the way, you must, scan codes, solve riddles, search locations and sweat it to the finish line. 

2 

You can take part at any day and any time you choose before the revamping anarchy commences. 

Proximity: the club boundaries 

Duration: max 2 hours by foot 

Teams: individual, friends to families 

Attractions:  Sight Seeing Networking Knowledge Adventure 

Note, you will need to buy a drink as part of the hunt. 

Are you ready to start? 
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Clue:  

Thomas Graham Bell invented me 

I have been in this club since it started 

Infront of me are two water bodies 

I used to go green green green 

But no longer 

Find me 

 



 

Second Clue   At phone 

Hide QR code  

 

Head to entrance of Palm Hall and look at the president’s board. 

 

Third Clue   On Board  

pointing to M-A-P 

 

Fourth Clue   On Map  

Stage 

 

Fifth Clue   Front of stage QR 

 

Tour the stage. Head to where the magic is done back stage. Stand on the stage, close your eyes, take a 

deep breath and know that 1000s graced this stage through 40 years and every one of them enjoyed the 

vibe. How is your energy? Have you found the clue? Do you know where to go? 

 

Sixth Clue   back stage door 

Hide QR code  

 

(coordinates)  

 

SixthOnth Clue    

Search for a game with letters and numbers. The clue is hidden there. 

 

Seventh Clue   game board 

s-e-a-r-c-h          b-o-a-t 

 



Eighth Clue   Boats 

QR code leads to nostalgia lane 

Back in the day, there was something called The Boat Race. It was a 24-hour regatta with the biggest 

party that had everyone feel the community spirit. Those days are long gone for many, but who knows 

what the future holds? 

Head to the life guard station. 

 

Ninth Clue   life guard 

The Fahal Island swim is an endurance race from an island four Kms away to the white shores of Ras Al 

Hamra. 

Swimming through sharks and the deep blue, 1000s braved the waves and the freeze to claim their glory 

of the seas. 

You have a glory to claim but before that, enjoy this right of passage through memory lane. 

Head to the coffee shop and order a “lemonade no sugar”. 

 

Tenth Clue   coffee shop 

Present QR 

 

Head to the last BBQ grill 

 

Eleventh Clue   low wall 

 

Walk along this path and read the moments in this memory passage. 

 

Twelfth Clue   low wall 

 

The 5th of November fireworks! Where we experienced yearly 15 minutes of beautifully lit night skies 

and most of all, it brought in communities for a nightly get together plus chaotic parking techniques. 

 

 



Thirteenth Clue   low wall 

 

Kinderfest happened once a year with the most creative games and zones created by the community for 

the children to have fun. From crystal balls to Ferris wheels, you had the PDO version of Disney. 

 

 

 

Thirteenth Clue   low wall 

New years where people made resolutions together and sang and danced the new year in. May many 

blessed new years keep on coming on this momentous land 

 

Fourteenth Clue   low wall 

We can never forget the Canadian stampede. The tickets were an allegorical example of a stampede 

with them selling out within days, and this happened regularly to the ever-successful Canadian export. 

Speaking of export, head to Sohar gardens 

 

15th Clue   Sohar gradens 

PDO is known for its embrace of the diversity it has and with plenty of events conducted, the club is rich 

with heritage and culture. Many cultural events happened here, from the Syrian community to the Thai 

community. A multitude of nations have come through and experienced a magic that is unique to this 

place.  

Here at this cosmopolitan club, we have made friends forever with people, we have experienced 

moments forever with time and will see the new future build up infront of our eyes for an everlasting 

new reboot 

RAHRC 2.0 

 

I hope you enjoyed the stories and hunt. 

If you want to continue, we have two more bonus clues hidden for your extra pleasure. 

Think of it as the DVD extras. 

 

 

 



History and culture 

Ras al hamra is a tertiary calcareous promontory, (which means, high land that is full of carbonated lime 

stone.) The area comprises numerous rocky projections and small creeks, that inserts itself between flat 

beaches of batinah , to the west and the rocky coast line, to the east, which extends to raas al had.  

In the early Bronze Age (between 6000–2000 BC) the area was inhabited by Neolithic coastal fishermen 

and practicing hunters with evidence of Oval huts and auxiliary structures 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Geography 

The Ras Al hamra limestone is of Paleocene-Eocene age (which means Related to the period between 56 

mil to 34 mil years ago) covering a part of the Arabian Plate Mega sequence. The rocks formed by 

sedimentation in a tectonically produced extensional basin. 

The main lithofacies types (texture, mineralogy, grain size, and the depositional environment that 

produced it) are identified as foraminifera and dasycladacean wackestone (Basically Plankton and algae 

in mud/rock) deposited in an inner platform low energy environment and larger benthic foraminifera 

grainstone and packstone and coral boundstone from a medium to higher energy environment. Ras Al 

Hamra carbonates have undergone physical compaction, chemical compaction (pressure solution), 

dissolution and cementation.  

(Im sorry, I got tired explaining. These words are hard) 

These rocks have lived through time and have the memories of every individual that graced this area. 

Speaking of individual, Have you found out who created this? 

 

Last QR 

famiwami 

 


